
The Videos at the Presidents Elect Preparation Seminar November 2017

This is What We Did with the Videos
A series of videos were shown at the Presidents Elect Preparation Seminar in November 2017.  The 
purpose of this document is to record briefly and simply, the instructions we used to get the results 
the Presidents Elect saw at the Seminar.

Video 1: Making Contact

Finding a contact in North Wales: We visited www.rotarygbi.org (the RIBI Website), and signed in 
as a member.  He then clicked on Club and District Support, found Directories on the left hand 
column, and then opened the RIBI Directory.  He then found page 28 with the map.  He then 
searched (Control Key and the letter F) for the District Number, and that produced a list of Clubs.  
He chose one Club as an example, and searched (Control Key and the letter F) for the Club Name.  
He found the Club, and clicked on the President’s Email Address, and his email programme opened 
with the email address already in the “To:” box.

Making Contact with a Club in Kiama, New South Wales: We visited www.rotary.org (the Rotary 
International Website), clicked on MyRotary and then signed in.  Once we were signed in, we could
go to Club Finder (next to the search box at the top, on the right).  For the Club Location, he typed 
in Kiama, and the system added “NSW, Australia”.  He then click on Search at the bottom left of the
page, and up came the details of the Rotary Clubs near Kiama, with a map, and with their contact 
details and web site addresses.

Is Gamini Swarnapala a Rotarian in Sri Lanka?:  We all get emails from our “Dear Friends” we 
have yet to meet!  We needed to find if Gamini Swarnapala is a Rotarian.  We visited 
www.rotary.org (the Rotary International Website), clicked on MyRotary and then signed in.  Once 
signed in, he could go to Club Finder (next to the search box at the top, on the right).  We then 
clicked on ‘People’ at the far right of the possible types of searches.  We then typed in Gamini 
Swarnapala, and immediately up came the details that he is a member of the Rotary Club of 
Kurunegala, just outside Kandy, Sri Lanka.

Making Contact is unlikely to be the Club President’s Job, but if a Club member is having difficulty
making contact, the President will know what the member needs to do.  Making contact sorted!

Video 2: Innovative and Flexible Clubs

Where do I find where it says we can change how our Club Meets?  Where do I find where it says 
we can change what types of members we have in our Club?  We visited www.rotary.org (the 
Rotary International website) and clicked on MyRotary, and signed in.  In the Search Box in near 
the top right corner, he typed in “Flexible”, and a list of resources came up.  We chose the one titled 
“Club Flexibility” and a page appeared with information and a lot of links towards the bottom.  The 
page described 5 options for how Clubs can take advantage of the new flexibilities:

1. Change your meeting schedule;
 2. Vary your meeting format;
 3. Relax attendance requirements;
 4. Offer multiple membership types;
 5. Invite Rotaractors to be members of your Club.
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The links towards the bottom of the page allowed you to:
1. See a video from the RI Deputy General Secretary on Flexible Meetings
2. See a video from the RI Deputy General Secretary on new Membership Types
3. Read a Start Guide on the Flexible Meetings with sample By-laws
4. Read a Start Guide on the new Membership Types with sample By-laws
5. Read the Frequently Asked Questions (there were 7 of them)

The Frequently Asked Questions explain you don’t have to change, but if you want to change, these
are the steps to follow.  The President is unlikely to be the one drafting changes to membership 
types and meeting arrangements, but if there is a challenge from a Club member, the President will 
need to know what the Club is allowed to do and how they can go about making changes.

And that was meeting types and membership types sorted!

Video 3: How to Chair Meetings

We saw an Institute of Directors video of Jane Sunley who gave advice on how the skills of the 
Chairman can affect the outcomes and feelings of satisfaction experienced by those attending 
meetings.  The video can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d73PEymBRYg

She advised all chairmen to take notice of six items:
1. Always have an Agenda and work to it;
2. Always Control the meeting and get the needed achievements;
3. Be Flexible about where and when – Skype is popular with younger people;
4. Keep it As Short As Possible and do not overrun – ending early is okay;
5. Reward the actions of others – recognition is important;
6. Prepare for the meeting – that way you can keep the meeting on track.

And with those 6 points, chairing meetings will be sorted!  The President does chair meetings!

4. Knowing About the Others’ Jobs

Many had had the experience of working for someone who did not understand the jobs being done.  
The President may not need to be an expert at jobs like Secretary, or like Treasurer, but will need to 
know enough about those jobs to know if they are not being done properly.

Where do I find out about those jobs and how they ought to be done?  We visited www.rotary.org 
(the Rotary International website), signed into MyRotary with the username and password, and then
clicked on Learning and Reference, Learn by Role, Club Roles.  A list of four positions appeared: 
President, Treasurer, Secretary and Committee.

We clicked on Secretary, and a page appeared with headings “What you do”, “How to prepare”, 
“Resources and reference” which led to the “Lead Your Club - Secretary” guide, the “Be a Vibrant 
Club” Club Leadership Plan, and the Standard Consitution and By-laws.  The Tools Section 
provided a guide on maintaining membership information in the RI Membership Database, a Guide 
on Setting and Tracking Goals in Rotary Club Central, and a link to the Club Secretaries Discussion
Group on the Rotary International Web Site.

A similar page was there for the Treasurer, and a common page for all the Club Committees.
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With the knowledge that the Club President is an ex-officio member of all the Club’s Committees, 
and has a vote on those committees, the President is fully equipped to oversee and evaluate the 
work of the Club Secretary, Club Treasurer and Committees.  The President does not need to be able
to do all the work of the Club Secretary or the Club Treasurer, but the President does need to know 
that the work is being done properly.  Club Secretary, Club Treasurer, Club Committees sorted!

5. Getting Started with Social Media

Everyone has now heard of Social Media, and many Club Presidents understand that it is important 
for a Rotary Club.  All knew the name ‘Facebook’ and ‘Twitter’ but how does one get started, how 
do you know what is available, and how should the Club be using them and still remain safe?

We started with learning about what was available.  We visited the site at www.rotary.org (the 
Rotary International website) and clicked on MyRotary.  We then signed into my Rotary using our 
username and password.  We then clicked in the Search box in the upper right corner of the page, 
and typed in “social media”.  A page appeared with information about Social Media.  We could see 
that there were some 2,691 items of information on Social Media on the Rotary International 
website! Item 6 on the list was titled “Using Social Media to promote your Club or District – 
BASIC”.  We clicked on that item, and a new page opened with a Webinar that had been recorded as
a video.  A quick click on the video link “https://vimeo.com/53354528” and the video started to play
with an introduction to Social Media for a Rotary Club.

Next came a website belonging to the “Rotarians on Social Networking Fellowship” at their 
website: www.rosnf.org  There is a lot of useful information there about Social Media for Rotary 
Clubs, and we highlighted just three items:

1. The ROSNF Twitter Guide – getting started with Twitter;
2. The Rotary HashTag Directory – terms for Rotarians to use after the “#”;
3. The Rotary Social Networking Etiquette – what to do to remain polite.

Lastly, we visited the YouTube website at www.youtube.com  There we clicked on “Browse 
channels” in the list on the left hand side.  Then in the search box at the top of the page, he typed 
“Paul Wilson Media Trainer”.  Paul Wilson is a Rotarian in the Rotary Club of Grantham Sunrise 
and he has prepared over 530 videos given detailed instructions on how Rotarians and Rotary Clubs
should be using Facebook, Twitter, Linked-In, YouTube and Google Maps.  As each new version or 
option appears in those programmes, he records a new version and that is why there are so many!

The President does not have to be an expert in all those Social Media channels, but the Rotarian 
looking after Social Media may come to the President asking how do they start.  The President can 
now point them in the right direction, and the Club’s Social Media can be started!

6. The Rotary Foundation and the Club President

How can the President sum up the work of the Rotary Foundation in a nutshell and encourage 
Rotarians to donate?  How does a Club get money out of the Rotary Foundation?  And how are the 
donors being recognised?

The Rotary Foundation has its own section on the Rotary International Website.

To demonstrate why the work of the Rotary Foundation is worth supporting, we visited 
www.rotary.org (the Rotary International Website) and clicked on MyRotary.  We clicked on Sign In
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and entered our username and password.  We then clicked on The Rotary Foundation, and clicked 
on “Ways to Give” and that showed an opportunity to Donate, followed by the effectiveness of a 
donation, the trebling of donations to End Polio Now, and the main programmes of Rotarians 
supported by the Rotary Foundation with many first class photographs.

To get money out of the Foundation, a Rotary Club needs a grant.  We clicked on The Rotary 
Foundation again, and then on “Grants” in the first column of headings.  That brought up a page 
with a straightforward summary of the different grants, and finished with the three steps a club 
needs to take so that it can start.

To recognise Rotarians and Donors, we mentioned that the person looking after this at RIBI is 
Vaughan Fairbrother, and then on the Rotary Internation Website we clicked on The Rotary 
Foundation, and then clicked on “Donor Recognition” where all the Rotary Foundation awards, 
certificates and medals are all described and their associated values are given.

The President does not have to be an expert on The Rotary Foundation – that is the job of the Club 
Foundation Chairman.  However, with a little knowledge, the President can inspire and prompt the 
Club Foundation Chairman to great things for the Club!

7. “We are collecting at a Supermarket – Help we need a Club Leaflet!”

We visited www.rotary.org (the Rotary International Website).  We clicked on MyRotary and then 
entered our username and password.  We then clicked on Branding, Materials and Create Your Own 
and View. We then chose Rotary Club Brochure.  We had prepared the details of the forthcoming 
events in the Club so that when giving out our leaflet, the Club Rotarian can invite the person to 
some of the upcoming activities or projects.  We had also prepared the name and contact details 
before giving the leaflet to a person – more ‘professional’ than sticking on a hand written label!

The leaflet opened on the screen; w showed how to change the Club Name, how to enter the 
upcoming activities and projects, how to enter the contact details.  All the pictures in the brochure 
can be changed to either one of the 60+ library pictures on the Rotary International Website, or you 
can upload your own pictures.  We then saved the Brochure, and could download it.  The Rotary 
International Website retains the document for a month, so you can go back and alter for the next 
month’s list of events and activities.  But at the supermarket, we now have a bespoke leaflet, and we
can print them to order and take them with us to the supermarket collection.

The President does not need to be a graphic artist, but it is helpful if the President can direct the 
Public Image chairman to the Rotary website so that the Club has their own leaflet as required.

There is a shop attached to the Rotary International website.  Many of the 210 articles on sale are at 
low prices and delivered to your club free of charge.  You need a working Credit Card to buy on the 
site.  RIBI has a shop as well, and many of their items are free to buy, but you have to pay for 
delivery!  You need a working credit card there too.

And that is what was on the videos we showed at the Presidents Elect Preparation Seminar in 
November 2017!
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